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Parabolic bundles, elliptic surfaces alld SU(2)-representatioll spaces

of genus zero Fuchsian groups

The concept of parabolic bundles on curves was introduced by Seshadri as a general
ization of bundles on projective curves. Parabolic bundles share many of the properties of
ordinary bundles. A sensible notion of stability for example, leads to moduli spaces with
nice properties. Similar as in Narasimhan's theorem for ordinary bundles, these moduli
have an interpretation, due to Mehta and Seshadri [80], as representation spaces of orbifold
fundamental groups. These are groups of orientation preserving discontinuous automor
phisms of the sphere, Euclidean plane or the complex upper half plane with orbit space
of finite vohune. In the hyperbolic case they axe called Fuchsian and may be identified as
subgroups of PS1(2, R). In this identification the parabolic structure corresponds to fixing
the weights of the representation for the elliptic, parabolic and hyperbolic elements in the
surface group.

In the present paper I want to point out another aspect of parabolic bundles: Theyes
sentially describe bundles on elliptic surfaces with certain conditions on the ehern classes.
The idea is quite simple. Similar to ordinary bundles one can define a puH back 7r P of
a parabolic P bundle along the projection 7r : X -+C of the elliptic surface X onto the
curve C. In contrast to the usual pull back, the restrietion of 1r PP to a multiple fihre is
not trivial, but depends on the parabolic structure of P. Gf course, in order to den.ne 7r P ,

the weights of P and the multiplicities of the fibres of 1r have to match.
The definition of a inverse push forward 1rP needs some prerequisites. The restric

tion of a bundle & to a generic fibre should be trivial. This cau be achieved by imposing
conditions on E and on X. The elliptic sunace X is supposed to have singular reduced
fibresj a sufficient condition for & then is semistability with respect to a suitable rCähler
metric. The main theorem in chapter I asserts that in such a situation there exists an
inverse functor 1rp to 1r p . In particular the moduli spaces of semistable parabolic bundles
on curves with vanishing parabolic degree are isomorphie to moduli of semistable bundles
on elliptic surfaces with numerically trivial ehern classes.

A Coo-diffeomorphism of the respective moduli spaces can be obtained easily in a
different way, using the fact that the fundamental groups of the elliptic surfaces considered
are cocompact surface groups. Donaldson's solution to the r(obayashi-Hitcbin conjecture
[85] implies that the moduli space Mx,,,(O,O) of stable bundles is diffeomorphic to the
space

R(7rl(X)) = Hom*(1rl(X), U(r))/ad U(r)

of irreducible representations of the surface group. But the latter space, as already men
tioned above, is isomorphie to a moduli space of parabolic bundles.

The correspondence between bundles on elliptic surfaces and parabolic bundles is
used in the second part for the computation of the moduli spaces U(O') of parabolic rank-2
bundles on the projective line C = p l with fixed weights 0'. Any such U(0') is obtained
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by an explicite sequence of blow ups and blow downs, starting from a projective space
pn-3 '"'-I Symn - 3 C, where n = ~I is the finite cardinality of the subset I of C where the
parabolic strueture is concentrated in. The loeus of the monoidal transformations depends
on the parabolle strueture, both on weights and on I. Also the singularities of U( a) eau
be described completely.

Parts of the results in this chapter had been obtained earlier in works of I<:irk-I<:lassen,
Bauer-Okonek and Furuta-Steer [89).

A final word on the relation of U(a) to representation spaees. Suppose r c PS1(2, R)
is a FUchsian group of genus zero. This means that the orbit space H/r of the fractional
linear action on the upper half plane has a compactifieation diffeomorphic to pI. The
group r has a presentation

n

(Xl,'" ,Xn IXii = 1,i ~ 1, II Xi = I)
i=l

with elliptic (i ~ 1), hyperbolic and parabolie elements. For a representation p : r---+SU(2)
the images

() (
bx 0) . 1

p X '"'-I 0 b;l ' bx = exp(27rzax ), 0 ~ ax < '2

of the generators are diagonalizable with weights ax • Fixing these weights, one gets a
representation space isomorphie to U(a:), where a and (a x ) cau be transformed into oue
another as explained in chapter II.
Acknowledgments: Some conversations with Prof. M.S. Narasimmhan were very helpful
to me. Also I am grateful to the Max-Planek Institut für Mathematik for its support.

J. Parabolic bundles on curves and bundles on elliptic surfaces

A parabolic structure on a bundle over a projective smooth curve C fixes some addi
tional structure - flags and weights - over a finite set I of points on C. In this chapter
it is shown that such parabolic bundles essentially define bundles on those elliptie surfaces
X over C where the multiple fibres are contained in the preimage of I. In case X has
nonnegative arithmetic genus this leads to a natural isomorphism of the associated moduli
spaces of stable and semistable objects.

Let 1r : X ---+C denote a relatively minimal elliptie aurface of I(odaira dimension 1
with X(X) > O. The fundamental group of X is known to be a cocompact surface group
(compare Ue [86], prop. 2). In partieular the first Betti number is even and, by a result
of Miyaoka [74], X may be equipped with a I(ähler metric. X is ahvays assumed to carry
a "good" I(ähler metrie: If X is not projeetive, any will do. Otherwise one has to specify,
depending mainly on the rank r of the bundles considered, a "good" I(ähler metric. A
multiple of the ample divisor H n = Ho + rn](x, where Ho is an arbitraxy ample divisor
and !(x a canonical oue, will determine an embedding into a projective space and thus
induce a metric from the Fubini metric. In order to get a "good" metric, n has to be
sufficiently big; for our purposes (except in lemma 1.2) n 2:: 2(I(x . Ho) will do.
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For a torsion free coherent sheaf S let p.(S) denote the slope

/-L(S) = ran~(S) LCl (S) !I <I> ,

where <I> is the Kähler form on X. In the projeetive ease one mayasweIl set

J.L(S) = Cl (S) . H n .

rankeS)

Definition: A holomorphic vector bnndle & over X will be called vertical, if there is a
sequence of snbbundles 0 C &1 C &2 C ... C &r = &with subquotients &i/Ei- 1 isomorphie
to Ox(Cd for a vertical divisor Ci satisfying Ci . Ci = O.

Lemma 1.1: Let &be a semistable bundle of rank r with C2(&) = 0 and det &~ Ox(C)
for a vertical divisor C with C2 = O. Then E is vertical.

Proof: After tensoring with a suitable power of the canonical bundle Je x one may
assume J-L( Jex) < J.L( E) ~ /-L(Je~2 ). For i E {O, ... , r - 1} one can induetively eonstruc t
surjective homomorphisms E--+Qi outo torsion free sheaves Qi of rank r - i and kernel
Ei. The sheaves Qi satisfy:
i) det(Qdvv """ Ox(D i ) for a vertical divisor D i

ii) H2(X; Qi) = 0
iii) HO(X; Qi) -:I 0
iv) J.L(&i) 2: O.
Note that these conditions are satisfied for E = Qo: The semistable bundle EV 0 Jex only
admits the trivial section, since /-L(E V 0 K-x) < O. Serre-Poincare duality implies ii) and
iii) follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem. The assumption X(X) > 0 is essential for
this last step.
A nontrivial seetion of Qi-l leads to a short exaet sequence

where Ji( Gi) ia the ideal sheaf of a O-dimensional complex subspace of X, twisted by a
divisor Ci 2": O. In case X is not projective, any divisor, and in particular Ci, is vertical:
Otherwise an irreducible divisor C with C . !(x > 0 would yield (C + II(x)2 > 0 for
sufficiently large I, contradicting non-projectivity. So assnme X projective. Semistability
of E gives

and ampleness of Ho
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Therefor Ci . Kx ~ 0 and the divisor Ci has to be vertical.
Conditions ii) and iv) are easily verified and iii) follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem
using the estimates C2 (Jd = 1engt h(0 x /.:Jd ~ 0, Cr ~ 0 and thus inductively

The iterated application of this inequality

r-1

0= C2(QO) ~ C2(Ql) ~ ... ~ C2(Qr-1) = length(Q~'!.l/Qr-l) - (C - I:Ci )2 ~ 0
i=l

forces Ji I'J Ox and Cr = 0, proving the lemma.

Let & be a vertical bundle of rank r with Ci/&i-l C::! OX(Ci). For the following lemma
denote dmin = min{{l(Ox(Cd)} and dmax = max{{l(Ox(Ci»}. (In the projective case
set dmin/max = min/max{Ho . Cd and choose Hn such that n ~ dmax - dmin )

Lemma 1.2: Let F1 c F2 C ... C Fk = C be a sequence of subsheaves with semistable
torsion free subquotients Fj/Fj-1 and suppose dmin ~ /l(Fj/Fj-1) ~ dmax . Then each
:Fj is a vertical bundle.

Proof: Induction over k.
The filtering (t'd of t' induces a filtering (Qd of Qr = t' /:FI, where each subquotient is
torsion free of rank ~ 1. If it is nontrivial, Qi/Qi-1 ~ Ji( Ci + Dd with an effective divisor
Di and the ideal sheaf Ji of a O-dimensional subspace of X. In particular {l( Qd ~ dmin.
The filtering (Fj) induces a filtering of Qi. Semistability of the subquotients F j / Fj-l and
the estimate {l(F j / Fj -1) ~ dma x applied ,to trus filtering imply J.l ( Qd ~ dm ax . Similarly
to the preceeding lemma the divisor Di is vertical: in the projective case the estimate

shows D i . Kx ~ O. With this information one can compute Chern numbers:

C2(t'/:F1 ) = I: length(Ox /.:Jd + I: Di . Dj = m + !(I:Di)2 - !(I: D~)
. '<. 2. 2.
1 1 } 1 1

c2(F1) = -C2(t' /}="1) + (I: Dd2
•

i

Being semistable, fl has to satisfy an inequality due to Bogomolov (compare I(obayashi
[87], p 114) and in the I(ähler case to Lübke [82] (s = rank F 1):

o~ 2SC2(:F1 ) - (09 - 1)ci(:F1 ) = (-209m) + (-09 I: D~) +(I: Dd2
i i

Any summand in the latter expression is less or equal to zero with equality iff for all i oue
has D? = 0 and .:Ji = 0 x. This shows that t' / F1 is vertical. Because of lemma 1 the sheaf
fl is a vertical bundle as weIl. ..
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Corollary 1.3: The Harder-Narasimhan deeomposition of the bundle E above is vertical.

Proof: Suppose:F1 C ... C :Fk = & is the HN-filtration. With j maximal such that
Ej C :Fk-l and 1minimal such that :F1 cE" one gets the inequalities:

Let zdenote the formal neighborhood of a point z E C with structure sheaf isomorphie
to C[[t z ]]' Similarly let Xz be the formal neighborhood X Xc Z of the fiber 7r-

1 (z).

Proposition 1.4: Suppose E is a semistable bundle of rank r over X satisfying C2( E) = 0
and det(E) rv Ox(C) for a vertical divisor C with C2 = O. Then the restrietion Ez

of E to Xz splits as a sum &z ~ ffii=l 0 X.. (Iz,iF.t) of line bundles for eertain numbers
o :::; lz,i < m z , where m z denotes the multiplicity of the fiber X z and Fz = Xz,red' In
particular the natural morphism 7r"'7r",E--+E is injeetive with quotient sheaf isomorphie to
ffi, .>00' .F (l z iFz)."',1 ",I" I

Proof: Induetion on the rank of E. Sinee C 2 = 0 and the fibers of 7r are eonneeted,
the divisor C is a linear combination of redueed fibers C = C' +2::z IzF.t with 0 :::; Iz < ffi.t.

Applying 7r"'7r'" to the sequence

gives 7r"'7r",°x(C) rv °x(C'), sinee 7r",O' .. F... (lzFz) = O.
In the general ease let E' C E be a subsheaf of lower rank with p.(E' ) maximal and with
torsion free quotient E" = E/ E'. Both E' and E" are semistable and satisfy the conditions
of 1.2. Henee they are vertical, too.

Claim:

To verify this claim, consider the natural homomorphism 7r.7r• (FV)--+:Fv , where :F de
notes the bundle 'Hom(E", E')@Wk/c' This map is an isomorphism away from the multiple
fibers, sinee by induetion the same is true for :F replaced by any of the factors Eil, E' or
w'!</c, Moreover the quotient sheaf Q is supported on the divisor M = L:z(mz -l)Fz : By
induetion Q 0 0 X.. rv EBiO(kim ... +ldF.. (liFz). But 7r*(Q) injects into the locally free sheai
1r*l(7r·1r",(F

V))i and thus is trivial. This forces k i = O.
Relative dua1ity, compare Barth et al. [85], p. 99, provides an isomorphism

A nontrivial section of 7r'" 1 (:F @ W x / c) = 7r.1 ('Horn( E" l E')) then induces a nontrivial sheaf
homomorphism Ox( -M)---+:F, or equivalently, a nontrivial homomorphism
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The asstullption X(X) > 0 is equivalent to deg( 7r.l 0 X) < 0, compare Barth et al. [85},
p. 162. The inequalities fL (&") ~ fL (&') > fL (&' 0 7r*7r.10x) show that the existence of 'ljJ
contradicts the semistability of &" and &'. This proves the claim.

As an extension, & is represented by an element of Exthx (&", &) = H 1(X; 11.om(&", &')).
Let On denote the sheaf 7r·(Oi/t~). The Leray spectral sequence,induces a decomposition

for any sheaf 12 on X. Naturality with respect to sheaf homomorphisms and the vanishing
of H 1 (Cj 7r• (11.om(E" ,E') ® On)) force the natural map

to factor through HO (C; 7r*1 ('Horn (&" ,&')) = O. As a consequence rn is zero and the same is
true for the map Hl(X;'Hom(E",E'))~Hl(Xz;'Hom(&",&')~),compare Grothendieck,
EGA III,4 [61}. The statement on 7r*7r*E~E follows hy a base change argument. ...

Corollary 1.5: Let E be as in 1.5. Then H 1(Xj &nd(E)) ~ H 1 (C; End(E)).

Proof: Apply the claim (*) in the proof ahove to the case E' = E".

The proposition suggests that semistable bundles on the elliptic surface X essentially
are "pull backs" of parabolic bundles on C. This will now be made more precise. For
the basic definitions and properties of parabolic bundles the reader may consult Seshadri 's
asterisque volume [82}. To recapitulate the notation: Cis a projective curve and 7r : X~C
a minimal elliptic surface of !(odaira dimension 1 and x( 0 x) > 0, equipped with a "good"
!\:ähler metric (Le. if X is projective, the metric sterns from a polarisation by an ample
divisor Hn = Ho + rnKx for n ;;::: 2(HoI(x )).
Let SeX, a, d) (resp. S'(X, a, d)) denote the set of isomorphism classes of semistable (resp.
stahle) parabolic bundles of rank r, paraholic degree d, weights a = (a z i)zEI'l<i<n andI , __ '"

multiplicities X = (kz,;)zEljl::5i~n .... The functor

S'(x,a,d): AN'~ENS

associates to each complex space T the equivalence classes of families of elements in
S'(X, a, d) parametrized by T. For this functor there exist a coarse moduli space U,,(X, a, d)
with natural compactification U(X, a, d).
Let on the other hand R(r, d) (resp. R'(r, d)) be the set of semistable (resp. stahle) bun
dIes t of rank r over X with c2(E) = 0 and det(E) rv Ox(D) for a vertical divisor D
numerically equivalent fo d· 7r*(z) for a point z E C. The corresponding functor

R'(r,d): AN--+ENS

has a moduli space Mx,,,(d, 0) with compactification Mx(d, 0).
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Theorem 1.6: There exists a natural transformation

7r P : US'(X, a, d)~n.'(r,d).

Here the surn is over al1 possib1e sets of rnultip1icities X and al1 sets of weights satisfying
az,i E (mz)-lZ, where m z is the multiplicity of the fiber X z' The funetor 7r P has an inverse
7rP and thus induees identifieations Mx." (d, 0) C:.! II U" (X, a, d) and Mx (d, 0) ~ II U(X, a, d)
of the eorresponding moduli spaces.

Remarks 1.7:
i) The theorem asserts the equivalence of moduli spaces as analytic spaces. The

moduli spaees U(X, a, d) are known to be projective. A result of Miyajirna [89] shows
Uan(X, a, d) ~ (Ualg)an(X, a, d). In particu1ax the moduli spaees Mx(d, 0) are projective,
even if X is not.

ii) The weights of parabolic structures apriori are real numbers in [0,1[. However,
by a result of Mehta-Seshadri [80], Theoreme 13, for any set a of weights there exist sets
b of rational weights, such that SeX, a, 0) and sex, b,"O) are equivalent via the under1ying
quasiparabolie struetures. In partieu1ar U(X, a, 0) rv U(X, b, 0).

iii) The argument of Mehta-Seshadri shows that there exist only finitely many isomor
phism classes of moduli spaces U(X, a, 0) for a fixed rank. Applying suitable logaritlunic
transformations over I C C, one can eonstruct an elliptie surface X over C, such that any
U(X, a, 0) is isomorphie to an open and closed subspaee of Mx(O, 0).

iv) Actually 7r PP is also defined for non-semistable parabolic bundlesj one doesn't
even need the restrieting hypothesis X(X) > 0 on the elliptie surface X. Furthermore 7rpC
is always defined, as long as the conclusion of 1.4 holds. As a consequenee it is possible
to define tensor products of parabolic bundles. In fact, if the weights are all rational,
PI (9 P2 = 7rp(rr P P I (9ox 7r P P 2 ). The weights of the tensor product then are sums of
weights of the faetors mod 1. To get the underlying quasiparabolic strueture for general
weights, one has to replace the weights by suitably chosen nearby rational ones. Anyway,
after taking tensor produet with a parabolie line bundle one ean asstune d = O.

Proof of the theorem: For c E R(r, d) the bundle 7r.c earries a natural parabolie
structure, denoted by 7rp E: Proposition 1.4 shows

and a Hag strueture
(7r.C)z = F I (7rp E)z :) ... Fm" (7rp C)z

is given by Fi(7rpE):; = Homo x (O(m" -i+l )F", Ex,,). The weight l/m z has the multiplieity
kz,l = dim(F'+ I (7rpC)z / FI ( 7r pE)z). The parabolie degree of 7rpE is d.
Now let P denote aparabolie bundle in II SeX, a, d). By assumption lz ,i = mzaz,i is a
nonnegative integer less than m z • The bundle 7r P P is conveniently described using the
dual: Let 1P Iv be the dual of the underlying bundle of P. The bundle (7rPP)v then is the
kernel of a surjeetive map
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Let Fi(P)z denote the i-th stratum of the flag at the point z and 'Pz,i : Pi ---+(Fi(P)z)V
the map dual to the inclusion. Then 1/;1' is characterized by commuting squares

1r*(PV
)

VJ1'l
EB :I,j kZ,j . Ol.l,j F.l

The generalization to families V of parabolic bundles parametrized by T is straightforward
using the subbundles Fi(V)zxT C VzxT.
Dualising the defining short exact sequence for (7t"PP) v , one gets the short exact sequence

One easily verifies 7t" P 7t" pp I'V P for any parabolic bundle on C and 7t" p1rpE I'V E for any
semistable bundle E E R(r, d) on X. Lemma 1.1 and corollary 1.3 together show that 7t"P

and 7t"p both preserve semistability and stability.
The definition of 7t" p for families of stahle bundles is immediate from the following lemma,
which also concludes the proof of the theorem: ..

Lemma 1.8: Let :F be a family of stable veetor bundles, parametrized by a complex spaee
T. Then (7r x idT)*:F is loeally free and the bundles

have natural subbundles

Proof: The lemma eertainly holds, if:F I'V 7t"PV for a family of parabolie bundles. Since
the claim is of loeal nature, it suffices to prove that the moduli spaces are smooth and
that the dimensions of versal deformations of a stable bundle E over X and of 1rpE are the
same. This ean be shown using arguments of N. Nitsure [86]: The Zariski tangent space
to 7t"pE is isomorphie to H 1 (C, ParEnd( 7t"pE», where ParEnd(P) is the sheaf of germs of
endomorphisms of P preserving the parabolic structure. Using proposition 1.4 one easily
sees ParEnd(7r p E) ~ 7t"*End(E) for a stable bundle E. Corollary 1.5 shows that 1rp identifies
the Zariski tangent spaces. Finally Nitsure constructs in [86], proposition 1.13 a smooth
versal deformation space for any parabolic bundle P. ..
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II. Rank-2 parabolic bundles on pI

Moduli spaces of bundles over curves are known to be quite complicated objects.
Additional parabolic structures tend not to improve the situation. Nevertheless quite a
few results are known by the work of Seshadri [77],[82], Mehta-Seshadri [80] and Nitsure
[86]. The purpose of this chapter is to explicitely describe the moduli spaces in the easiest
case of bundles of rank two over the projective line.

So let P henceforth denote a parabolic rank-2 bundle over C = pI. After tensoring
with a suitable parabolic line bundle (compare 1.7.iv), one mayassume: pardeg P = 0
and for each z E I the weights have multiplicity 1 and add up to 1. Identify the set of such
weights (az,i) with elements a E lV = (0,1)1 the following way: If the number of elements
n in I is even, pick an arbitrary element zoo Set

{

QA.
2

a -z,I - 1-;0:.
for z = Zo

else

and a z ,2 = 1 - az,I > t. Let U(a) denote the corresponding moduli space of semistable
parabolic bundles. The following fact is basicaily due to Mehta-Seshadri [80]:

Theorem 2.i: For any Cl: E W the moduli space U(a) has the structure of a projective
variety. The open subvariety U,,( Cl:) of stable bundles is a smooth quasiprojective variety
of dimension n - 3. In particular U(a) is normal.

(Note that for sorne a the variety U,,(a) may be empty.)

Proof: Theorem 4.1 in Mehta-Seshadri [80], whereas stated only for curves of genus
9 ~ 2, also holds in this case. Using 1.7.iv) and the fact that elliptic surfaces X over pI with
X(X) = 1 are projective, one could as weil apply Maruyama's theorem [77] to see that U(a)
is projective. Smoothness, already used in the proof of 1.8, follows from proposition 1.13
in Nitsure [86]. The dimension of the moduli space can be computed from the cohomology
exact sequence associated to the inclusion of sheaves ParEnd(P)--+End(P):

hI(C; ParEnd(P)) = hO(C; End(P)/ParEnd(P)) - x(End(P)) + hO(C; ParEnd(P)).

The first sununand is the sum of dimensions fz of the flag varieties of type determined by
the quasi-parabolic structure at z E I; the last is 1, since the stahle bundle P is simple.
Thus one gets with Riemann-Roch the dilnension formula of Mehta-Seshadri:

dirn U,,(X, a, 0) = L fz + r 2(g - 1) + 1.
I
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For a more detailed study of the parabolic bundles it is necessaxy to characterize the
parabolic subbundles. To this end let J( be the free abelian monoid generated by I with
the relations 2z = 2y for y, z E J and let <p : J(---+Z be the homomorphism defined by
<p( z) = 1 for z EI. The monoicl J( acts on W by involu tions

{
ery if y =f z

z(ery) = 1 _ erz for y = z.

The quasi-paxabolic structure of P consists of distinguished I-dimensionallineax subspaces
Vz in the fibres P z of the underlying holomorphic bundle IPI. The parabolic structure on
aI-dimensional subbundle l.cl of IPI is determined by the subset of I for whieh the fiber
.c z is contained in Vz ' The weights associated to .c C P axe

1 _ {az'l if.czrt. vz
z - az ,2 if.c z C vz

and the paxabolic degree of .c is deg(I.cj) + L:zEI lz.
The parabolic bundle P is (semi-) stable, if for any parabolic line bundle .c C P one has
pardeg(.c) < 0 (resp. ~ 0). So by fixing the quasi-parabolie structure of 'P, the subbundles
.c of P define affine linear forms pardeg(.c) on W. The parabolic bundle P then is stahle
if and only if its weights arein the negative cone of all these forms.
Denote by .c(0) the parabolic bundle with degl.c(O)1 = -[j] and with weights

if n is even and z = zo
else.

For k E J{ eonstruet parabolic bundles O(k) the following way: The underlying holomor
phie bundle of O(z) for z E I has degree 0 and the parabolic strueture with weight er r is
eoncentrated in z. Set O(2z) = Oc(l) and O(k + y) = O(k) @ O(y), if k = L:I\{y} brz.
The bundle .c(k) then is ,((0) ® O(k).

Lemma 2.2: Let P be a semistable parabolic bundle for some weight Cl' E W. Then P is
an extension of parabolie !ine bundles

O---+.c(ko)---+P ---+.c(ko)v ---+0

for a uniquely deterrnined ko E J(. Any parabolic subbundle different from .c(ko) is
isomorphie to (.C(ko + k))V for some k E J( \ {O}. The parabolic degree of .c(k) is given
by the forrnula

2pardeg(.c(k)) = <p(k) +1 - :L(ka),

where }:(o) is the sum L:zEI Cl'z for er = (az)zEI.

Proof: A weIl known theorem of Grothendieck states that j'Pl is isomorphie to a surn
of line bundles OPI ( -mI) EB OPI ( -m2) and one easily verifies ml + m2 = n. So there
is a uniquely determined parabolie subblUldle .c C P with degj.cj = -mI, and in case
ml = m2 = ~ wi th .c(zo) = Vzo ' One immediately verifies that this implies .c 'V .c(ko) for
some ko E K. A parabolic subbundle M different from .c( ko) admits a nontrivial parabolie
map to P /.c = .cv . In particular M ® O(k) ~ .c(ko)V for some k E J{ \ {O}. ..
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Note that there are only a fini te number of hyperplanes Hk = {L:(ka ) - cp (k) - 1 = O}
for k E I< contained in l11.

Corollary 2.3: Suppose the line eonneeting two elements 0', ß of the weight space W does
not intersect transversely any of the hyperplanes Hk) k E !(, then U(o:) rv U(ß). Moreover
U6 (0') = U(o:) for a E W \ UKHk.

Proof: The isomorphism is induced by identifying the underlying quasi-parabolic
struetures. •

Consider p' as the l-fold symmetrie produet Sym'C of the projeetive line C and simul
taneously as the space Proj(S'V) of hyperplanes in HO(Cj Oc(/)) = S'HO(Cj "c(l)) =
s'v. Then C is naturally embedded in P' via the diagonal map C----+Sym'C; x 1-+ x'.
The hyperplane corresponding to x is the kernel of the form s~ E HO(C; Oc(l))V dual to
a nontrivial seetion Sx of Oc(l) vanishing in x. The kernel of the form (s~)' = (sx')V then
is the image of the inc1usion HO(C; Oc(l-1))-.HO(Cj Gc(l)) obtained by multiplieation
with SX'

Let V(z) be the point z and V(2z) the curve Ce Sym'C. Denoting by A*B thejoin
of two subvarieties A)B C pi, the setting V(k' + y) = V(k') * V(y) for k = L:I\h!} bzz

uniquely associates to eaeh k E K a subvariety V(k) C P' of dimension min(ep(k) - 1) I).
Any such variety is the join SeCi (C) * {Zl} * ... * {zj} of a seeant variety of the rational
nonn eurve C with a number of points in I C C.

Applying the results of the first part, the following theorem ean now be viewed as a
summary of 2.6) 3.4, and 4.1 in Bauer-Okonek [89}:

Theorem 2.4: Let 0: E W be a weight.
i) The moduli spaee U(a) is eonneeted. It admits a stratifieation by loeally c10sed subva
rieties, eaeh of which is isomorphie to a Zariski open subset of a projeetive spaee.
ii) U6 (o:) = 0 if and only if L:(ka) < 1 for some k E K with cp(k) even.
iii) Symn - 3C represents quasi-parabolie bundles on C. A Zariski open subset of Sym n - 3 C
can be identified with a Zaxiski open subset of U6 ( a).
iv) An unstable parabolic bundle [Po} E Symn- 3C is eontained in V(k) for some k EI<.
On the other hand a subvariety V(k) C Sym n - 3 C represents unstable bundles if and only
if L:(ko:) > cp(k) + 1.

Proof: 1) Let P be semistable, representing an element of U (0: ). Beeause of 2.2 there
is a short exact sequenee

O----+.e(k )--+P----+.e(k)V --+0.

Sinee ParHom(.c( k) v, .e(k)) = 0, P is c1assified by a I-dimensional linear subspaee of
ParE xt1(.e( k)v, .c(k)). By choosing a suitable elliptie surface X over C one can iden
tify the latter with Ext~x(1rp.c(k)V,1rp.c(k)),using 1.7.iii). As in the proof of 1.4)
trus E xt-group is isomorphie to H 1 ( C; 1r.1rP .c(k)0 2 ). The easily checked isomorphism
1r ... 1r P(.e(k)0 2 ) ~ Oc(-n +cp(k) +1) and Serre duality finally achieve
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Quasi-parabolie bundles aclmitting semistable parabolie struetures are thus uniquely de
termined by elements of

U Proj(HO(Cj Oe(n - <p(k) - 3))) = U Sym n - 3 -lp(J.:)C.
kEK kEK

Stability being an open eondition and the faet that there is only one component of maximal
dimension n - 3 imply i) and iii).
2) In what follows, keep in mind that computations with parabolie bundles can always be
exeeuted using vertical bundles (in the sense of the preceeding chapter) on an auxiliary
elliptic surface. Let P be represented by an element of Sym n - 3 C. The proof of 2.2.
showed the only possible parabolie subbundles to be of the form {'(k)v. The parabolic
homomorphism .e(k)v---i-P--+.e(O)V gives a parabolie morphism g: OC---i-.e(k)0.e(O)v.
In the commuting diagram of parabolie bundles:

o ---i-

o --+

.e(O)02

1
.e(O) ® .e(k)

-t P ® .e(O)
1

-t P ® .e(k)

-t Oe
19

-t ,c(O)V ~ 'c(k)

---+ 0

-t 0

obtained by tensoring with g, the map 9 lifts. SO (PJ ia in the kernel of the map

HI(tr.trPg) : HI(Cj 1r.1r P.e(O)02)-tH1(C; 1r.1r P('c(O) 0 {'(k))).

Serre cluality identifies the kernel of H I ( 1r.1rP g) wi th the oseulating linear subspace in
Proj(HO(Cj Oc(n - 3)) r'V Sym n - 3 C determined by the zero divisor of 1r.1r P g on C C
Sym n

-
3C. The variety V(k) is the union over all the possible oseulating linear subspaees.

This far we have seen that P admits a subbundle J:,(k)V if and only if [PJ E V(k) C
Symn - 3 C. Such a subbundle destabilizes P Hf J-L(.e(k)V) > O. With 2.2 this translates
into the claim of iv).
To prove ii) one finally has to examine whether there exists an element [P] E Sym n - 3 C
representing a stable bundle. This fails to be true only in two cases: Either J-LCC(O)) > 0
(equivalently 2:(0:) < 1), or J-L(.e(k')V) > 0 for some k' E /( with dirn V(k') = c.p(k') -1 =
n - 3. In the latter case eonsider an element k E !( with k + k' == 2:/ z mod 2/(. The
condition J-L(.C(k')V) > 0 is equivalent to 2:(ka) < 1. This follows from the identities
L:(k'o:) + L:(ko:) = n and

{k E !( I k + k' - L:/ z for some k' E !( with c.p(k') = n - 2} = {k E !( I<p(k) =0 mod 2} ....
An easy eomputation shows that for Q' = (a z ) with G: ot = n:I the rnoduli space is

isomorphie to pn-3 ~ Sym n - 3 C.
Ta analyze the general situation, assurne G:, ß E W \ (UkEKHk) are separated by exactly
one hyperplane H ko and ehoose a weight , E Hko \ (UK\koHk) on this hyperplane.

Theorem 2.5: There exists a smooth eomplex manifold U( G:, ß) and a eommuting diagram

U(Q',ß)
1

U(o:)

-t U(ß)
1

-. U(,),

12



where the morphisms are birational equivalences. The exceptionalloci form a diagram

pcp(ko)-l X pn-cp(ko)-3

prll
pcp(ko)-l

pr2, pn-cp(ko)-3

1
--+ pO.

Moreover the exceptionalloci are smoothly embedded, except perha.ps in U-r'

Remark 2.6: As an immediate consequenee for any weight Q' E W the moduli spaee
U(0:) ean be eonstrueted from Symn-3 C by a sequence of blow ups and blow downs the
following way: After the i-th step the striet transforms of the i-dimensional subvarieties
V (k) ~ Seq C * {Zl} * ... * {zj} with 'P( k) = i + 1 representing unstable bundles are
isomorphie to projective spaces pi. After blowing up along these pi, one can blow down
"onto the other factor in the exceptional divisors", completing the (i+l)-st step.

Proof of 2.5: Let .c(ko, a) be the the parabolic line bundle with weights determined
by ko and 0: as in 2.2 and suppose p (.c( ko, Q')) > 0 > /-l(.c( ko, ß) ). The nontrivia! parabolic
extensions

O--+.c( ko, ß) --+Pp --+.c(ko, ßO) v --+0

are stable: Any subbundle Np of Pp different from .c(ko,ß) maps nontrivially to .c(ko, ß)v
and therefor /-l(Ni) < - /-l(.e (ko, i)) for i E {Q', ß} . The inequality p(Np) > 0 thus \vould
imply that Cl' and ß are situated on different sides ofthe hyperplane {pardeg N = O} =I- Hko ,

eontradieting the assumption. Similariyali extensions

are stable. The extensions Q and P are classified by projective spaees ptp(ko)-l and
pn-tp(ko)-3, respeetively. The vector bundle Q-r with the same quasi-parabolie strueture
as Qa is semistable, as is P'Y' These semistable bundles are 1'epresented by one element
pO E U(,).
Now let U( Ci, ß) C U(0:) x U(ß) denote the subset of all pairs (fcen:Fp) of stable parabolic
bundles admitting a nontrivial parabolic lnap 1 : Ep--+:Fp. Note that such a map only
exist if either Ep '" :Fp 01' Ep C:i Qp and :Fp '" Pp. One may view Ep and Fp as bundles on
an auxiliary elliptic surfaee. If Ve andV.:F are versal defonnations of these bundles, then
U(o:, ß) locally is the support of the funetion dirn HO(~l{t, Vi x V:F)' The semicontinuity
theorem implies that U( Q, ß) is a subvariety of U( Q') X U(ß). It remains to show the
smoothness of this variety. Dropping the subskript ß, one ean apply lemma 2.7 below.

By an argument similar to the proof of (*) in 1.4, it remains to compute the map
Hl ('lr*(1 ® id - id 0 fV)). The bundles in the exaet sequence

are simple, henee the sequence remains exact after application of the functor Hl(Cj 'lr.(.)).
The identities E '" EV and :F '" F V show that the Zariski tangent space of U( 0:, ß) has the
same dimension as the Zariski tangent space of U(Q') 01' U(ß). This proves the theorem.•
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Lemma 2.7: The Zaxiski tangent spaee of U(Ci, ß) at ([E], [F]) is isomorphie to the kernel
of the map

Proof: Apply the method of Forster-I(norr [74], §9: One has to compute the exten
sions over the double point p (with structure sheaf C [f] / f2) of the pair (E,:F) admi tting
an extension of I. The holomorphic vector bundles E and F are deseribed by eoeyc1es
(9ij) and (h ij ) E Z 1(U· j Gl(2, 0 X)) for a sui table open covering U· of X. The Ceeh eoho
mology H· (U; 'Horn (E, F)) for an open covering is the homology of the cochain complex
C·(U; M(2 x 2, Ox)) with differential

The space of vector bundles t over X x p restricting to E over X C X x p is isomorphie to
Hl (X, End E). For a coeycle rij the corresponding bundle t is represented by the cocycle
(9ij + erij) E Zl(U; Gl(2, OX[f])). For j: choose a representing cocycle (hij + fKij). An
extension j = (I - i + frPi) : t ---+F of the map / = (/i) E ZO(U, 'Hom(E, :F)) has to satisfy
the coeycle relation

or equivalently

But this is just the claim.

The theorem applies to a eonjecture of Fintushel-Stern [88], proved by I(irk-I(lassen
[89], compare also Bauer-Okonek [89] and FUruta-Steer [89].

Corollary 2.8: The representation space R = Holn(r, SU(2))/ad SU(2) of aperfeet
cocompact FUchsian group r admits a Morse function with only even indices.

Proof: Any component of R is diffeomorphic to U(p) for some weight p E W \ UK Hk.
For 1- or 2-dimensional rational manifolds it is easy to directly construct such Morse func
tions. Otherwise by a theorem of Smale [62] it suffices to prove the vanishing of the odd
dimensional integral cohomology. Taking a path in W from a er with U(er) 'V pn-3 .to the
given p, which intersects only one hyperphme Hk at a time, one is reduced to computing
the cohomology of the blow-ups in 2.5 (compare Griffiths-Harris [78], p. 602ff):
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The Betti numbers of a component were in prineiple eomputed in Bauer-Okonek [89].
Furuta-Steer [89] gave a formula for the Poil1care polynomial:

Corollary 2.9: The moduli space U(O') for 0' E lV \ UKHk has the Poincare polynomial

(1 + t 2 )" - """ - t2cp(k)
P (U( )) - LJkEK/2K

t 0' - (1-t 2 )(1-t4 ) ,

where k E ]( is the unique element in the mod 2I( equivaleuce dass k satisfying the
inequalities

-1 + cp(k) < L:(ka) < 1 + cp(k).

Proof: First we check the formula for a = (O'.1JzEI with O'z - n~l' By theorem
2.4, U( 0') = 0, so the formula to verify is (1 + t2 )n = ~kEJ(/2K t 2cp(k). For the element

kJ= L:zEJ Z E !(, J c I, one has

L
n - 2cp(k)

-1 + cp(kJ) < (kJO') = 'P(k J ) + < 1 + cp(kJ).
n+1

Thus the coefficient of tU in the polynomial L:kEK/2K t 2cp(k) is (7), which was to be shown.
Now suppose 0', ß E W \ UgHk are separated by aue hyperplane only, say

L(koo:) < 1 + cp(ko) < L(koß).

For the elements kQ and kß in the mod 2I( equivalence dass k associated to the weights 0'

and ß one easily checks kO = k ß with the exeptions: ko and k o + L:J z. For these oue has

kf{ = ko; kg = ko+2z; cp«ko+L:J z)i) = n-cp(kh) for i E {O', ß}. A simple eomputation
verifies the claim:

[(1+t 2 )n_ L t 2i.p(kt')]_[(1+t2 )n_ L t 2'P(kO)]

K/2K ](/2K

= t 2i.p(ko) + t2(n~'P(ko» _ t 2i.p(.(:o)+2 _ t 2(n-cp(k o)-2)

(
(1 - t 2(n-i.p(k o)-2») (1 _ t 2CP(k O»))

= - (1 - t4 )(1 - t2
)

1 - t 2 1 - t 2

= [pt (pn-cp(ko)-3) _ pt(pi.p(ko)-l )](1 - t 2 )(1 _ t4 )

= [Pt(U(ß)) - Pt(U(a))](1 - t 2 )(1 - t 4
)

The theorem also describes the singularities in U(0'):

CorolIary 2.10: Let a E W be a weight. The singulari ties of U (0:) are isolated and in 1-1
correspondence to hyperplanes Hk C W containing a. Each singularity is determined by
its resolution: The exceptional divisor Eis isomorphie to pi X pn-I-4 and the projeetion to
either faetor leads to a smail resolution. In partieular the nornlal bundle of E is isomorphie
to VPI xpn-I-4( -1, -1).

Proof: The singularities correspond to equivalence classes of semistable bundles. Two
semistable bundles are equivalent, if their stable factors are isomorphie. But the stable
factors corresponding to Hk are .c(k) and .c(k) v . "
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The subset of 111 of weights for which the moduli space U(0:) is isomorphie to a
projective space is not connected for n ;:::: 5. Hence the procedure explained in 2.6 will
describe Cremona transformations pn-3 - - -+ pn-3 for weights in different eomponents.
Two examples will be diseussed:

1) The transformation 4> : pn-3 - - -+ pn-3, which in homogeneous coordinates is
given by Xi ...... XOXI ••• xi • •• X n , is not weH defined in any hyperplane Xi = O. cP cau be
described in a sequence of n - 3 blow ups aod blow downs: Take the simplex generated
by the n - 2 points (0 : ... 0 : 1 : 0 ... : 0). First blow up the vertiees. Inductively the
strict transforms of the (i-1 )-dimensinal linear subspaces spaIll1ed by i of the n - 2 points
can be blown up with exceptional divisor pi-l X pn-i-3. The projection onto the second
factor cau be extended to a blow down of the ambient space completing the i-th step.

Let the weights 0:, ß be given by 0:% = n~l for Z E I and

_ { 2
I
n for z E I \ {ZI, Z2 }

ßz - 3(n-I)
4n else.

Then U(a) "" U(ß) ~ pn-3 and the Cremona transformation described in 2.7 coincides
with 4>. .
This follows from the fact that U(o:) ~ Symn - 3 C and the subvarieties V(k) representing
unstable bundles with weights ß are the linear subspaces spanned by the proper subsets
of I \ {ZI, Z2} c C C Sym n

-
3 C. •

2) For the second example choose 0: as above and

ß = { n~I
z n-2

n-l

if n is odd and Z = ZI

if n is even 01' Z E 1\ {ZI}'

Lemma 2.11: The moduli spaee U(ß) is isomorphie to pn-3.

Proof: Let (, be the line bundle with parabolic structure concentrated in I, if ~ is
even and else in 1\ {Zl}, weights ! and degl.cl = -[~l. Olle easily verifies that tensoriog
a parabolic bundle with .c changes weights Q' ioto weights ß and vice versa. •

The resulting Cremona transfonnation cau be described by the procedure indicated
in 2.7. The subvariety V(k) c Sym n - 3C corresponds to unstable bundles with \veights ß,
if and only if

k E {k E K 13k' E I( and Z E I with k + k' = (n - 4)ZI + z}.

In the 3-dimensional case one blows up six points on a rational norm curve C C p3.

Blowing up further the strict transfonns of the fifteen connecting lines of these points and
of C, one can blow down the exceptional divisors pI X pI onto the second factor. The
strict transforms of the varieties C *{Z }, z E I now are isomorphie to p2 and can be blown
down. The resulting space again is isomoJ.1lhic to p3.
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